The Incredible 'LIGHT YEAR!' "Myth ...or MATH !?!"
Earth to Sun Speed of Light/Sec
92,957,130
186,200

Seconds to Earth
499.233

Min. to Earth 1-Jan to 1-Jul
8.321
16.641

Min/yr.
525,960

(Miles)/Lt. yr. Δ 'Theta'/sec.

8.3011

0.004167

http://tinyurl.com/stellarparallax01
http://tinyurl.com/stoppedspeedoflight

'Parallax Trigonometry ' is the ACCURATE calculation of a third point from two (2) KNOWNS, yet the 'SCIENCE COMMUNITY ' has 'CHOSEN' other ['NON'] METHODS
than to determine the distance from OUR two (2) known points as January 1 and July 1 create the longest base of OUR triangle at 16.64 UNITS to a third 'unknown'
point CALCULATED at 525,960 UNITS per ' LIGHT YEAR !' When we convert (units) MINUTES to INCHES , it is therefore mathematically PROVEN when two (2) points
are EXACTLY 16.641 inches apart, THE third 'UNKNOWN ' point is EXACTLY Eight (8) MILES and 1,590.0 FEET to represent ONE (1) 'Light-Year .' 'Please DO explain
HOW your EVOLVED eyes, upon 'Millions-of-Years-of-Rain-On-the-Rocks ' [CHANCE!], measures YOUR 'Depth-Perception ' using these same LAWS OF PHYSICS !!!'

Am I the only one who realizes, "Houston… We have a PROBLEM !!!"
AS Earth 'SPINS ' : 'Shoot ' 'Theta' angle; Wait six (6) mo.
Δ 'Theta'/sec.
to Move 'Transit' [16.641 inches] to AGAIN 'Shoot' 'Theta': (X) Faster than

' Light Years ' Length "D" (Miles) ' Theta' Angle (deg)
1
8.301136
89.99998418027
4.37
36.27597
89.99999637992
1,000
8,301.1364
89.99999998418
25,000
207,528.409
89.99999999937
1,000,000
8,301,136.36
89.99999999998
1,000,000,000
8,301,136,363.6 90.00000000000000000

Measurable
263.384
1,150.99
263,384.1
6,584,543
263,434,951
293,203,100,740

* STAR *

'Moving ' vs. 'Fixed ' Ref. (Alpha)

'Alpha ' Angle ->
"D" - 'Scaled' in MILES !

1-Jul
Sun
"L" = 16.641 Inches

<- 'Theta ' Angle

1-Jan

What ('BIG-BANG' BOOM!!! ) 'CAUSED ' the Earth to REVOLVE around the Sun at a speed of about 18.5 miles/sec (30 km/sec) to reach a point six (6) FULL months
later, as with a Surveyor's 'Transit ' moved 16.641 INCHES to a second position, 'YET' let alone 'SPIN like a TOP' , to MEASURE the 'Theta ' angles to stars + 25,000
' Light-Years ' away AS 25,000 times 8.301 miles in which these two (2) specific 'Lines-of-Site ' FINALLY 'intersect ' at EXACTLY 207,528 MILES and 2,160.0 FEET with
an 'Alpha ' angle of 0.0000000013 degrees AS the 'Theta ' angle CHANGES 'up to' 0.004 degrees/sec? [6,584,543 'X' measurable!] "Can 'THEIR ' RELIGIOUS BELIEFS
'Over-Rule ' this EMPIRICAL DATA that it's IMPOSSIBLE to CALCULATE a [NON-CONSTANT ] 'Speed-of-Light- Distance ' especially since it's been STOPPED in a lab?"
' Rubber-Ruler ' ['Tech' NO!] vs. irrefutable 'SCIENCE ' presented herein, as verified by the CALCULATIONS upon ALL mathematical formulas that are ALL recognized
by literally ALL scientists of ALL venues! If the 'Speed-of-Light ' can be stopped , why can't it be sped-up "X" times faster under other conditions [Not YET KNOWN]
AS the 'Theta' angle lasts 'as-short-as' 0.0009 seconds as it CHANGES (up to) 1,151 times faster per sec. than what is measurable to CALCULATE Alpha Centuri!?!
How long would it take (and COST for multiple) SOLAR -Synchronized 'Hubble(s)' to shoot the 'Theta' angles for EACH star as we wait six (6) months for EACH one result?

"As THE 'Atomic' Clock 'CONSTANT' is CORRECTED + 87.5% , ONLY two (2) 'Theta' angles '...need to be!' MEASURED on a SPINNING surface six (6) months apart
during a 'milli-second' window to accurately CALCULATE 'coordinates' in THREE (3) DIMENSIONS when FIVE (5) is the REQUIRED MINIMUM to 'GPS' ALTITUDES ?"
' NOW that it is PROVEN 'Speed-of-Light' is NOT a ' CONSTANT ,' please VERIFY : 'E = mc^2'' …or ' rt = d ' www.Not TheBluePill.com - © 2015 - All Rights Reserved - www.hftfire.com
May you also live many years as we GET we've ALL been ' CREATED ' to ' MAKE A DIFFERENCE ' for others as there is no greater JOY nor TRUE expression of LOVE!

+ 25,000 Lt. Yrs.

Alpha Angle
0.00000000127

Δ 'Theta'/sec. 'Window'

0.000868818

Moon 'COLLISION-CREATION' [Uh-Duh!] ('Age' at 3.8 cm/yr at 14,000 mi. above Earth!)
Ratio Mi./Km
1
1.60934
Earth to moon (Avg.)
238,857
384,402
'Creation' Distance
14,000
22,531
46 yr 'CONSTANT'
2.36122E-05 0.000038 Lasers? …left by Apollo 11 crew!?!
Distance TRAVELED
224,857
361,871
Maximum Years
9,522,930,642
7,142,197,981 4,761,465,321 2,380,732,660 1,190,366,330
Distance km
22,531
112,999
203,466
293,934
339,168
Distance Miles
14,000
70,214
126,429
182,643
210,750
Tidal [Pull] ENERGY
291.09
8.04
3.57
1.71
1.28
Years AFTER Dino's -9,457,930,642
-7,077,197,981
-4,696,465,321 -2,315,732,660 -1,125,366,330

Per
Atomic' Clock
Table
Age of moon!?!

Missing Years

CALCULATED at
3.8 cm/yr ' CONSTANT'

9,522,930,642
4,527,000,000

http://tinyurl.com/lunardistance01
http://tinyurl.com/lunardistance02
http://tinyurl.com/lunarloss
http://tinyurl.com/lunarage01
http://tinyurl.com/lunarage02
http://tinyurl.com/lunarage03
http://tinyurl.com/searchforlife01
http://tinyurl.com/searchforlife02
http://tinyurl.com/searchforlife03
http://tinyurl.com/searchforlife04
http://tinyurl.com/bigbangboom01
http://tinyurl.com/bigbangboom02
http://tinyurl.com/noahsarkfind04

Seconds
LESS

Earth hours
Earth
Earth's
LESS
Hours/Day Coriolis MPH
5,758,051,086 1,599,458.63 -1,599,434.63 213,896.47
(X) Speed of Light

-4,995,930,642

Magnetic Field Strength
The North and South magnetic poles wander widely, but sufficiently slowly for ordinary compasses to remain useful for navigation. However, at irregular intervals averaging several

hundred thousand years, the Earth's field reverses and the North and South Magnetic Poles relatively abruptly switch places. REALLY!?! And your PROVEN data is!?!

*Just remember these five (5) words as you watch/listen to ‘ OUR ’ daily news: “Real Estate Acquisition ; Resource ; VALVE !”
…upon considering the FACT: “Was I there to witness every (alleged ) detail? …let alone, “What have ‘THEY ’ done to ‘adjust’ it to be ‘Politically Correct?’”
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